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About This Game

"Sunrise" - an online shooter with elements of survival from the first person. Your task is to survive in the harsh conditions of
the post-apocalyptic world. Explore new regions, team up with other players in groups, survive with them and create your own

rules of survival!

Features:
- The project is constantly developing: administration is always in touch with players;

- Customization of the character and his equipment; - Ability to use different types of transport;
- Advanced system of crafting weapons, ammunition, etc.;

- The danger awaits you at every step: monsters, anomalies, natural phenomena, as well as other players;
- The game world is not static: the danger can overtake you even if you are inactive!;

- Ability to actively interact with elements of environment;
- Realistic simulation of natural conditions;
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Title: Sunrise: survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Fedorov Ilya & Andrew Konovalov
Publisher:
Fedorov Ilya & Andrew Konovalov
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon GT6600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,Russian
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This was cool.. This seems like the sort of thing I'd like, different robots with different abilities working together to solve
puzzles, but it's too short and the puzzles never become difficult. Also it's a bit boring to have to move all the robots, the same
problems as Lost Vikings, but not quite as lively.

It's worth pointing out that this a sequel to a freeware game with identical gameplay and equivalent length. I would recommend
playing that first.. Who on earth puts a lamp like that in a backyard like that?. This game is really rough around the edges, all the
english is broken and the controlls are really bad and unchangable, but its fun to build the bridges i guess. As part of a core
community of pc gamers looking for the next melee combat pvp experience, I feel the thirst for blood is satiated substantially by
the fast paced and utterly brutal skill based combat offered by Versus. Buy the game and help to grow the currently very small
player base.

The game JUST came out so obviously changes will be made, but as it stands, the stun/ finisher function is completely broken
and is the worst part of game. You cant attack enemies who are finishing your friends and it's difficult to time your attacks to hit
them when the finisher sequence is over. Besides having a huge stamina and gear advantage, higher level players easily stun you
then finish you for huge points and make it very difficult to win matches even though you may be ahead in kills. My game has a
bug that hides the enemies' health bars so I can't tell when they will be close to stun which makes me lose every match in points
even though I may have won in kills. I ACTUALLY LOVE the fact that it's not all about kills, but the finisher sequences should
be much shorter in duration and completely interruptible eliminating the aforementioned problem. One idea is to incorporate a
revival system which would focus the game even more on actually finishing the kills and encourage allies to defend downed
players and pick them up. Also the ridiculous and absurd spike pits are nothing but game ruining frustration creators that made
me wonder if the map designer was playing Mario Brothers just before creating all the maps.

 Please make this a pure combat game and not some combat/obstacle course BS. Remove the silly spike pits and elevators from
the arena then remove the guy who put them there from the company. Ranged weapons will ruin the game, firebombs, smoke
bombs, any kind of BS that is not pure combat will just ruin the game for people who want pure combat without being harassed
by trolls who destroy the possibility of large concentrated battles.

I would like to see this game do something that every other team based game seems to lack which is a point/reward system
centered around teamwork. Like a defensive bonus for being close to teammates, or a point bonus for attacking an enemy that
has attacked a teammate within 1-2 seconds etc.... An attack bonus for focusing on the same enemy as your teammate. Then
follow that up with an option to easily add people from the score board to your friends list. The thumbs up praise feature at the
end of the match is awesome but the 10 seconds it gives you is not enough to both praise players and glance at the score board to
see the stats. I'd like to see the praise feature incorporated into some kind of player rating.

This game could turn out to be a melee pvp fan's dream come true, or just another frustrating empty promise of honorable
combat filled with archers that shoot you in the back with friendly fire, clowns tossing firebombs every where, and a bunch of
unfocused half wits ignoring the objective watching their brothers fight and die while they cower behind their backs and try to
cherry pick their kills. I think much of this fate will be decided in how the point/glory system is structured. The glory scenes at
the end of the battle are awesome, I would make those a big part of the game.. the game wont start properly and to close it I
need to reboot the computer ..very disappointing :((. Great Game
Great Outcome
Great waste of money
Great reminder to tell you that you don't have any friends and no one loves you
Also,sideways for attention and downwards for results :). Lets start off with a few things straight.
Graphics look like a high school project.
Voice acting on par with the toaster located in my kitchen.
Stairs lots of them.

What more could i possibly say about this life changing experience that hasn't already been said about the masterpeice known as
SCP-087: Recovered document, My life hasn't ever been the same since i've experienced this game all i could say is thank you,
Thank you Korovkin Nikita for blessing these cursed lands with the holy grail of SCP-087: Recovered document.
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Don't waste your time with this turd. What could have been a mediocre game was ruined by terrible game design and controls.
First off, the controls. The game does not have free movement, there are tiles and you can only move up/down/left/right on the
tiles. This makes control very annoying. Half the time you will run down and hold run and then stop on a tile only to have the
game make you keep running because there is an invisible sensory on the tiles that says if you are past a certain point you move
down. Also if you are running down and press over if you are not exactly in the center of the tile you will not be able to move
over, another stupid problem when there is water pushing you. Free running would have easily fixed these.
Then there is the gameplay. Instead of using logic, reflexes, quick thinking, and innovation, you are forced to figure out the
exact single path they want you to take, enforced by tiles that break after one use, making you get stuck if you didn't pick the
single right path. This leads to trial and error which is the worst kind of puzzle game. Finally there is the level design. For some
reason the dip-sh!t developers haven't learned anything from the 1990's where if you died you had to restart the entire level over
again. One level had a super annoying part at the end of the level that you have to memorize a certain path of spikes and get
through it twice, while sliding down a river which means you have to time getting into the traps. I spent 30 minutes on the level,
only because of this part, but 9/10 of the time was redoing the entire level following their exact path, to get to the end and die
because of poor level design or control design. If they were to have a checkpoint so I didn't have to keep rebeating the 2 min
part that I've beaten 2k times already I would have been actually able to try and beat the part. Very stupid they didn't think of
that part. If you are going to put hard parts in, thats fine, but don't make me rebeat the entire level every time to get to the end
for this part, just to artificially inflate game length, ala SMB.
I finally realized "life's too short" to waste replaying the same level to get to a part that they could have easily fixed using their
brains, especially for a game that was just "meh" to begin with. 4/10.. Quick and easy. Chill game but have a few bugs. A short
but sweet game, don't know why it gets so much hate.. Fairly short, about 2 hours or so total.
I still can't believe this was made by one person. Taking that into consideration when seeing it BEFORE diving into the game,
you can appreciate it more. Very simplistic puzzles but still very tricky. All in all, definitely worth a few bucks.. me like
sountrack. Very interesting puzzle game.
Main goal - to save the dodos from the certain death, but you can't control them - they are running forward, dying from savages,
thorns and other dangers of this wild world. Also you cannot use some magical items to solve that puzzles. But there is a
interesting way for doing this.
The game's screen splitted into a number of squire blocks, usually in 3x3 grid. Each block have some "terrain" piece in it, and
the lines of blocks are "circled": if the dodo will run to the left it will appear from the right side, if the savage will fall down - it
will continue his falling from the up.
Player have ability to rotate this lines of blocks vertically or horisontally, changing landscape of the mission. Sounds simple, but
some mission are quite challenging. I cleared only first word so far, but it was fun.

So the game is:
- fun;
- cheap;
- have cards;
- have active support;
- have good achievments (not that "win that boring campaing by all the races" from DoW2")
and worth it full price.. Not very long and the controls are sometimes fussy, but otherwise completely joyful.. very cheap
graphics and soundtrack
- horrible translation, full of typos and nonsense
- there is pretty much nothing to do then collecting stones to sell them for additional buildings

+ achievements unlocked in 6 minutes

Not worth the money at all.
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